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Mexico

Teresa M. Miguel-Steanker

Issues of Treaty Succession

Estados Unidos Mexicanos is the successor State of Spain in the Northern region of the former Spanish empire in the Americas. Pope Alexander VI issued a papal bull on May 4, 1493, fixing the line of demarcation of conquered territories between the Kings of Spain and Portugal thereby avoiding future conflict; this papal bull in effect granted the then-unexplored territory of what is now Mexico to the Spanish crown. Hernán Cortés conquered the Aztec empire in 1521 and Spain ruled the territory until Mexican independence in the early 19th century. The territory was called Nueva España (New Spain) and its political capital was in what is today Mexico City.

Spanish colonial law was initially a transplantation of Spanish law which at the time of conquest was "a confusing mixture of Roman law, Germanic law, canon law, royal decrees, and administrative practices." In Mexico, Aztec customary law was not completely eliminated by the Spanish crown, especially when it was compatible with Spanish law or the Catholic Church’s interests. Some indigenous customs were eventually codified in the Recopilación de Leyes de los Reynos de las Indias (1680), the authoritative compilation of laws of the Americas. As evidenced by the Recopilación, the laws of Spanish America were developing somewhat independently from the laws of Spain despite a similar political and legal organization.

In 1821, Father Miguel Hidalgo rang the local church bell in Dolores, Mexico in the first call (known and celebrated as El Grito de Dolores) for Mexican independence from Spain. But it wasn’t until August 1821 that Agustín de Iturbide successfully negotiated the Treaty of Córdoba with the final Spanish viceroy. The Treaty of Córdoba contains three guarantees that are represented in the three colors of the Mexican flag: preservation of the Catholic Church (white); absolute independence of Mexico from Spain (green); and the friendly union of Spanish and Mexicans (red). However, the Treaty was seen as a step backwards towards colonialism and Emperor Iturbide ruled only briefly over the Mexican Empire that included present-day Central America until he was overthrown by revolutionary forces. A Constitutional Congress was convened in 1823 and drafted the first constitution of the new republic, organizing its territories into 39 states.

Shortly after independence, Juan N. Rodríguez de San Miguel, in his effort to clarify what laws, decrees, orders, and treaties were in effect at the time, sorted through the myriad of Spanish and Mexican laws, and pointed to a decree of April 8, 1823 wherein the government declared invalid the Plan de Iguala, the Tratado de Córdoba, and the Decreto de 24 de Febrero that established the government under Agustín de Iturbide. This decree further endorsed the three guarantees of religion, independence, and union and validated the other plans, treaties, and decrees that were not in opposition to the previous article.


2 The exact etymology of the Nahua Lyes de Los Reynos de Las Indias is disputed. One commonly held theory is that México is named for the Aztec people, also called Mexicas or Tenochas, founders of their capital city, Mexico-Tenochtitlan, present day Mexico City.

3 STEPHEN ZAMORA, ET AL, MEXICAN LAW 8 (2005).


6 ZAMORA, supra note 3, at 18, FN 78. See Tratados Celebrados en la Villa de Córdova el 24 de Agosto de 1821 (Treaty of Córdoba) in COLECCION DE TRATADOS CON LAS NACIONES EXTRANJERAS, LEYES, DECRETOS Y ORDENES QUE FORMAN EL DERECHO INTERNACIONAL MEXICANO V (Imp. De J.M. Lara, Mexico) (1845).


8 Central America was part of Mexico when it declared its independence in 1821. In 1823, when the Mexican empire collapsed, the United Provinces of Central America declared independence from Mexico. A treaty was signed wherein Mexico recognized their independence in 1824. Some 15 years later, in 1838, the United Provinces broke up and formed independent countries.

9 ZAMORA, supra note 3, at 19-20.

10 JOHN N. BOUQUET DE SAN MIGUEL, PANDECTAS HISPANO-MEXICANAS, O SEA, CODIGO GENERAL COMPRENSIVO DE LA LEYES GENERALES, UTILES Y VIVAS DE LAS SIETE PARTIDAS.
In other words, Spanish law was still good law unless it supported the Iturbide government.

There is no evidence that the newly formed Mexican State would not or did not honor any treaties previously entered into by Spain that later concerned Mexico. In fact, Mexico demonstrated it would honor treaties concluded by Spain when in 1828 it signed a Tratado de Limites (Boundary Treaty) with the United States of America, which explicitly provided for Mexico's approval of the Treaty of Amity, Settlement, and Limits between the United States of America and His Catholic Majesty, also known as the Adams-Onis Treaty. The Adams-Onis Treaty was negotiated between Spain and the United States of America settling a border dispute that, shortly thereafter, became Mexico's border with the U.S. upon Mexican independence.

Thus, the 1828 Boundary Treaty is a clear example of state succession. Additionally, in the January 8, 1828 Protocol to the first conference of the Boundary Treaty between the Plenipotentiary of the United States of America and Mexico, both agreed that each was bound by previous treaties with and by Spain:

The Mexican Plenipotentiaries said that their Government had invariably acted upon the principle that Mexico was bound to respect the Treaties of the Spanish Monarchy prior to the declaration of its independence, as for instance, Great Britain had acquired rights from Spain within territory of Mexico, (in the bay of Honduras,) which, however inconvenient to the Government, it was proposed not to disturb and

had acknowledged the existence of those rights in the recent Treaty with that Power. The Plenipotentiary of the United States replied that he did not intend to dispute the validity of a Treaty concluded between the United States and Spain at a period when Mexico formed a component part of the Spanish Monarchy; and that it was evident from former conferences and from his note on that subject that he had never controverted this principle.

Similarly and even more explicitly, in the Protocol of the second conference on January 10, 1828, it was agreed:

The limits of the United States of America with the bordering territories of Mexico having been fixed and designated by a solemn treaty concluded and signed at Washington on the 22nd day of February [1819], between the respective Plenipotentiaries of the Government of the United States of America, on the one part, and of that of Spain on the other; and whereas the said treaty having been sanctioned at a period when Mexico constituted a part of the Spanish monarchy, it is deemed necessary now to confirm the validity of the aforesaid treaty of limits, regarding it as still in force and binding between the United States of America and the United Mexican States.

Mexican law, especially Mexican civil law, was virtually indistinguishable from that of Spain long after independence. For some years after independence, the decrees of the Cortes de España were collected and published as part of Mexican legislation by order of the Mexican government. Additionally, Spanish legal texts written for Spain's colonies in the Americas, including the cedulas of the Council of the Indies, the Recopilación de Indias, the Nueva Recopilación, varias Fueras, the Siete Partidas, and the Novísima Recopilación, were still an important part of Mexican law well after independence.

RECOPILACION NONISIMA, LA DE INDIAS, Autos y Provisencias Conocidas por de Montemayor y Beldia y Cédulas Totalmente Inútiles, de las Repúblicas, y de las Expresamente Derogadas (3 Vol.) Vol III, 2-3 (Mexico, Imp. M. G. Rivers 1800-40). See also, Recopilación de las Leyes del Gobierno Espanol que Rigen en la República respecto a los años de 1788 y siguientes, Cuarta parte del Seminario Judicial (Mexico, Imp. de Gabriel 1841).

Treaty of Limits, Between the United States of America and the United Mexican States, Jan. 22, 1819, 8 Stat. 292 (ratified and entered into force in 1832).

Treaty of Amity, Settlement, and Limits between the United States of America and His Catholic Majesty (Adams-Onis Treaty), U.S.—Spain, Feb. 22, 1819, 8 Stat. 292 (ratified by Spain in 1828 ratified by the United States in 1821, a few months before the declaration of Mexican independence).

However, it is interesting to note that post-independence compilations of treaties published by the Mexican government routinely begin from the date of independence (1821). Indexes and compilations of treaties in force in Mexico beginning at the end of the 19th century also do not include pre-independence treaties that would have been concluded by Spain as ruler of Nueva Espana.

The years that followed Mexican independence were turbulent. Presidents changed quickly and coups de etats were commonplace. Slavery was abolished in 1829. Rebellion rose up in what is now Texas, culminating in 1835 with a war of separation from Mexico. Texas declared independence after defeating an unorganized Mexican Army at the Alamo, a Franciscan mission, despite being significantly outnumbered. Some 10 years later, United States support of Texas's secession from Mexico led to armed conflict between Mexico and the United States. In December 1845, Texas was made the 28th state of the United States. In December 1845, the United States army invaded Mexico and fought its way to Mexico City. Mexico eventually surrendered on February 2, 1848, and signed the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo at which time Mexico gave up two-fifths of its territory: Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, California, Nevada, and part of Colorado. The U.S.-Mexico borders were further defined in 1853 with the Gadsden Treaty.

From the late 17th century to 1821, Spain made almost 300 land grants to promote development in the frontier lands, reward Spanish subjects, and create a buffer zone between Spanish settlements and Indian tribes. About half of the land grants were awarded to individuals and half to communities (for communal use in perpetuity), including 23 grants to Native American pueblos. Most land grants were made in what is today the Southwestern United States.2

The Mexican Constitution recognizes treaties as the supreme law of the land. Nonetheless, the role of treaties in Mexican domestic law is a point of controversy. Overturning a 1992 precedent-setting decision that placed treaties on the same plane as federal law, the Mexican Supreme Court in 1999 in plenary session held that international treaties take precedence over domestic federal or state law even when the domestic law is adopted after the international treaty. The Court expressly held that only the Mexican Constitution is superior to international treaties.

Treaty formation and implementation in Mexico is governed principally by three cohesive provisions: the Mexican Constitution; the Organic Law of the Federal Public Administration (LOAPF);25 and the Law of Treaties.26 In sum, the President of Mexico or his designees, concludes and signs a treaty and then submits it to the Senate for approval. After Senate approval and after complying with depository and other details, it is published in the Diario Oficial de la Federación (DO) in accordance with the Federal Civil Code and the Law of Treaties.

New Mexico 3–4 (GAO-04-59, 2004), available at http://www.gao.gov/new.items/do459.pdf. This is the record of two reports created to address a century of grievances by the heirs of land grant holders claiming unfair treatment by the U.S. government.

Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties between States and International Organization or between International Organizations,22 and applies the definition of treaties set forth in Article 2 of the Vienna Convention. Treaty formation in Mexico complies with the Vienna Convention.23

The Mexican Constitution recognizes treaties as the supreme law of the land.24 Nonetheless, the role of treaties in Mexican domestic law is a point of controversy. Overturning a 1992 precedent-setting decision that placed treaties on the same plane as federal law, the Mexican Supreme Court in 1999 in plenary session held that international treaties take precedence over domestic federal or state law even when the domestic law is adopted after the international treaty. The Court expressly held that only the Mexican Constitution is superior to international treaties.

Treaty formation and implementation in Mexico is governed principally by three cohesive provisions: the Mexican Constitution; the Organic Law of the Federal Public Administration (LOAPF); and the Law of Treaties. In sum, the President of Mexico or his designees, concludes and signs a treaty and then submits it to the Senate for approval. After Senate approval and after complying with depository and other details, it is published in the Diario Oficial de la Federación (DO) in accordance with the Federal Civil Code and the Law of Treaties.

Mexico signed in 1986 and ratified in 1988 the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties between States and International Organization or between International Organizations,22 and applies the definition of treaties set forth in Article 2 of the Vienna Convention. Treaty formation in Mexico complies with the Vienna Convention.23

The Mexican Constitution recognizes treaties as the supreme law of the land.24 Nonetheless, the role of treaties in Mexican domestic law is a point of controversy. Overturning a 1992 precedent-setting decision that placed treaties on the same plane as federal law, the Mexican Supreme Court in 1999 in plenary session held that international treaties take precedence over domestic federal or state law even when the domestic law is adopted after the international treaty. The Court expressly held that only the Mexican Constitution is superior to international treaties.

Treaty formation and implementation in Mexico is governed principally by three cohesive provisions: the Mexican Constitution; the Organic Law of the Federal Public Administration (LOAPF);25 and the Law of Treaties. In sum, the President of Mexico or his designees, concludes and signs a treaty and then submits it to the Senate for approval. After Senate approval and after complying with depository and other details, it is published in the Diario Oficial de la Federación (DO) in accordance with the Federal Civil Code and the Law of Treaties.
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The Constitution grants power and obligates the President of Mexico to manage foreign affairs and conclude international treaties. Treaty-making power includes the ability to enter into, conclude, suspend, modify, and amend treaties; create reservations; and formulate interpretative declarations. While doing so, the President follows the guidelines of self-determination of the people; non-intervention; peaceful settlement of conflicts; proscription of the threat or use of force in international relations; legal equality of the States; international cooperation for development; and the struggle for peace and international security. The President must submit all such action to the Senate for approval.

The Constitution also grants the Senate exclusive authority to analyze the foreign affairs as developed by the Executive Branch by reviewing annual reports of the President of the Republic and the Secretary of the corresponding office to Congress. Furthermore, the Senate has the power to approve the treaties and diplomatic conventions that the Executive Branch has signed including its decision to end, denounce, suspend, modify, amend, make reservations, and formulate interpretative declarations regarding the same.

The Mexican Constitution, the laws of Congress, and all treaties created in accordance with the Constitution, concluded by the President, and approved by the Senate, are the supreme law of the land. The judges of each State shall abide by this Constitution, laws, and treaties even if they are contrary to the Constitutions or laws of the States. There are other articles that address fine points or restrictive clauses on treaty-making power, such as the prohibition by the Senate, are the supreme law of the land. The judges of each State shall abide by this Constitution, laws, and treaties even if they are contrary to the Constitutions or laws of the States. There are other articles that address fine points or restrictive clauses on treaty-making power, such as the prohibition for States from entering into treaties with other domestic or foreign States.

Still others speak to various types of treaties, such as extradition treaties. The Mexican Constitution, the laws of Congress, and all treaties created in accordance with the Constitution, concluded by the President, and approved by the Senate, are the supreme law of the land. The judges of each State shall abide by this Constitution, laws, and treaties even if they are contrary to the Constitutions or laws of the States. There are other articles that address fine points or restrictive clauses on treaty-making power, such as the prohibition for States from entering into treaties with other domestic or foreign States.

The Law of Treaties distinguishes between two types of international instruments: treaties (treatados) and inter-institutional agreements (acuerdos interinstitucionales). Article 2 defines a treaty as an international agreement entered into by the government of Mexico that involves one or more subjects pertaining to public international law. Treaties must be approved by the Senate in compliance with Article 76 of the Constitution, and are the supreme law of the land according to the terms of Article 133 of the Constitution. Inter-institutional agreements also deal with matters of public international law. They can be negotiated and entered into by a public administrative agency at the state or municipal level with one or more foreign government agencies or international organizations as long as there is no existing treaty on the matter. The subject-matter of inter-institutional agreements is limited to areas in which the state, municipality, or agency already enjoys exclusive jurisdiction. Inter-institutional agreements are not approved by the Senate, are not published in the DO, and are not the supreme law of the land.

Treaty practice in Mexico, as in all countries, differs depending on whether it is a bilateral treaty or a multilateral treaty. With multilateral treaties, the SRE becomes aware of an international conference, for example, either of its own accord or it is brought to the SRE's attention by a relevant federal agency; and the SRE promotes Mexico's participation in the conference. In the case of bilateral treaties, the SRE investigates the efficacy of potential bilateral agreements and then coordinates the necessary parties and steps that might lead to a bilateral agreement.
For bilateral treaties, if the other State has an embassy or consular office in Mexico, communication generally begins by sending over a representative of the Mexican government who is a specialist in the area of the proposed bilateral treaty to begin discussions. If the initial proposal is positively received and the recipient is interested in pursuing a bilateral treaty, then actual negotiations begin with delegations of both countries meeting to write the text of the treaty. For Mexico, the delegation usually consists of members of the SRE along with experts in the subject matter of the proposed treaty. At times it may be pertinent to consult with private sector interested parties and experts as well. Throughout the process, it is crucial to keep the Mexican Senate abreast of the progress of the negotiations in order to help facilitate Senate consideration after the treaty has been agreed upon by both States. If there is more than one round of negotiations, it is customary to alternate the country hosting the negotiations. It is also not uncommon to meet in a third, neutral country simply for convenience.

When the parties finalize the language of the treaty, an article is created in the treaty indicating as much. To show their consent to the adopted language, the head negotiators sign their initials to the unofficial document. This final document generally consists of a treaty title, preamble, substantive articles, and final clauses. Preambles have been a part of Mexican bilateral treaties since 1857 and customarily contain a Christian invocation, such as the name of God as the ultimate governor of the universe. The preamble also contains the names of the parties or States involved and any designees of the States. Common concepts in the Preamble include friendship between the States, the motives of the treaty, and any previous related treaties. The final sentences contain the legal clauses, obligations, and steps necessary to implement the treaty. It includes how to resolve disagreements that might arise under the treaty. Bilateral treaties are concluded on special paper containing the national seal or coat-of-arms. Although the language is agreed upon, they are often not signed immediately so that the parties can consider further their legal obligations under the treaty. It is generally the Secretary of Foreign Affairs who signs the document in the Federal District of Mexico. If the treaty is signed abroad, it is usually the Mexican Ambassador to that country who signs the treaty. Despite being signed, all parties know the bilateral treaty is not yet binding as it lacks ratification by the Senate. Nonetheless, after signature, certified copies are made of the original and the original is deposited in the historical archive of the nation.

For both bilateral and multilateral treaties, the Treaty Section of the Legal Advisor’s Office of the SRE plays an advisory role throughout the negotiations process. Although a government agency with particular specialization may engage in the actual negotiations for a relevant treaty, the agency is continuously supported by the SRE. The SRE may gather and distribute opinions of affected agencies and entities. As negotiations are underway for both bilateral and multilateral treaties with significant social, political, or economic implications, representatives often appear before Congress to explain the importance and benefits of the treaty. Ultimately, the SRE issues a report at the conclusion of the negotiations that addresses any issues or areas of concern in the treaty including an assessment as to its affect, if any, on domestic law. If the report is not favorable, the SRE’s concerns must be addressed and treaty provisions adjusted until the SRE issues a favorable report. Once this occurs, the treaty is ripe for signature.

Once a bilateral or multilateral treaty is signed, it is up to the Executive Power to submit the treaty to the Senate for approval. In practice, the SRE through the Secretary of the Government (SG) submits the treaty to the Senate. The Senate’s Commission on Foreign Relations studies the treaty along with relevant specialized standing commissions. Each commission issues a report to the Senate who then performs two readings of the report during which time the senators engage in an article-by-article analysis. At the end, the Chamber of Senators votes on a motion of approval. The Senate must vote and approve reservations, declarations, or understandings at this time as well. If the Senate approves the treaty it issues a decree to the SG and the President.

After the Senate approves the treaty, the President must ratify the treaty before it can become law. For bilateral treaties, the SRE ensures that instruments of ratification are exchanged or, where there are no instruments of ratification formal notes indicating Senate approval are exchanged. For multilateral treaties, the SRE deposits instruments of ratification as established in the treaty. Note that most multilateral treaties require a certain number of States to ratify a treaty before it has the force of international law.
After signature, Senate approval, and ratification, the Secretary of the SRE prepares for the President an SRE-endorsed decree which includes the complete text of the treaty. The President orders its publication in the DO in accordance with the Federal Civil Code, after which it becomes the supreme law of the land.47

The Law of Treaties obligates the SRE to maintain a registry of all treaties entered into force in which Mexico is a party. The registry is managed by the Legal Adviser’s Office and is available to the public. The SRE also registers all treaties with the United Nations.48

The Law of Treaties permits agencies of the federal, state, or local governments to enter into international agreements within their limited scope of authority. These agreements are not treaties as they do not require Senate approval or ratification. Nonetheless, agencies entering into international agreements must alert the Department of Foreign Affairs of the intent to enter into international agreements by way of written report. These agreements are negotiated by the local agency with, if desired, the support of the SRE. The Legal Adviser’s Office analyzes the draft agreement, consults with relevant and interested parties, and then issues a report through the SRE. The Legal Adviser’s Office ensures the agency is not exceeding its jurisdiction or interfering with the interests of the federal government. Like treaties, once concluded all inter-institutional agreements are registered with the SRE.49

Evidence of State Practice

Diplomatic Relations of Mexico are controlled by the Executive Power headed by the President and managed by SRE. Evidence of state practice can be seen in the Constitution as well as the stated mission and vision of the Secretariat.50 The SRE also maintains an extensive website of historical documents.51

Both houses of Congress maintain webpages and publish their daily proceedings online and in their respective publications, including full-text laws passed and treaties approved.52 The national government also publishes a daily Diario Oficial wherein all laws, ratified treaties, and other legal documents of interest are published.53

Annotated Bibliography of Sources

General Treaty Collections

   Summary: A collection of treaties from 1821-1854, beginning with the Tratado de Córdoba in 1821. The index is a chronological list of 158 treaties from 1821-1854 plus several additional conventions. Wholly available in Google Books and Hathi Trust at http://hdl.handle.net/2027/umn.39550008797009.
   Index: The index in the back of the volume lists all treaties published in this volume in chronological order just as they appear in this volume.

   Summary: Beautifully illustrated coffee-table style book providing a detailed narrative of how treaties fit into Mexican history during the stated time period.
   Note: The appendix has two parts, the first containing reprints of Mexico’s treaties involving commerce and the second containing Mexico’s boundary treaties with its neighbors.

3. DERECHO INTERNACIONAL MEXICANO. TRATADOS Y CONVENCIONES CONCLUIDOS Y RATIFICADOS POR LA REPUBLICA MEXicana, DESDE SU INDEPENDENCIA HASTA EL AÑO ACTUAL, ACOMPANADOS DE VARIOS DOCUMENTOS QUE LES SON REFERENTES. PRIMERA PARTE (Mexico: Imp. de Gonzalez A. Esteva, 1878).
   Summary: Volume I contains the treaties and conventions concluded and ratified by Mexico from Independence (1821) to 1877. Wholly available in Google Books at: http://books.google.com/books?id=bIcCAAAAYAAJ.
   Index: The index in the beginning of this volume lists countries alphabetically then treaties chronologically within each. A second index lists all treaties chronologically.

---
47 NATIONAL TREATY, supra note 38, at 140.
48 Id.; Ley de Tratados, Art. 6.
49 NATIONAL TREATY at 11-12; Ley de Tratados, Art. 7-8.
50 For more information on the SRE, see Secretaría de Relaciones Exteriores. http://www.sre.gob.mx/
51 Acervo Historico Diplomatico: http://www.sre.gob.mx/acervo/.
MIGUEL-STEARNS

Note: The appendix at the back of the volume reprints a number of documents believed to be interesting and relevant to the study of international relations in Mexico, such as the treaty between the Mexican Empire and the Comanche Nation (1822).

4 DERECHO INTERNACIONAL MEXICANO. TRATADOS Y CONVENCIONES CELEBRADOS Y NO RATIFICADOS POR LA REPÚBLICA MEXICANA CON UN APÉNDICE QUE Contiene VARIOS DOCUMENTOS IMPORTANTES. SEGUNDA PARTE
(Mexico: Imp. de Gonzalo A. Esteva, 1878).

Summary: This volume contains treaties and conventions concluded but not ratified by Mexico. It was created purely for historical interest and only a small number of copies were printed and distributed. Wholly available in Google Books at: http://books.google.com/books?id=oeHqAAAAMAAJ.

Index: The index in the beginning of this volume lists countries alphabetically then treaties within each. A second index lists all treaties chronologically.

5 DERECHO INTERNACIONAL MEXICANO. LEYES, DECRETOS Y ORDENES QUE FORMAN EL DERECHO INTERNACIONAL MEXICANO O QUE SE RELACIONAN CON EL MISMO. TERCERA PARTE
(Mexico: Tp. Lit. de Filomena Mata, 1879).

Summary: Volume III contains the laws, decrees, and orders that together form Mexican international law or are related to Mexican international law. Some treaties and conventions are contained in this volume that is organized topically and alphabetically (beginning with Agentes Comerciales Privados). Wholly available in Google Books at: http://books.google.com/books?id=baJQAQAAMAAJ.

Index: The index in the back of the volume is organized alphabetically by topic and chronologically within each topic.

6 DERECHO INTERNACIONAL MEXICANO. TRATADOS Y CONVENCIONES CONCLUIDOS Y RATIFICADOS POR LA REPÚBLICA MEXICANA DESDE SU INDEPENDENCIA HASTA El AÑO 1896, ACOMPANHADOS DE VARIOS DOCUMENTOS QUE LES SON REFERENTES. SEGUNDA PARTE
(Mexico: Imp. y Lit. F. Diaz de Leon, 1896).

Summary: This second segunda parte is intended to replace the original segunda parte in which a limited number of exemplars were printed and only for historical purposes as those treaties were never ratified. This new segunda parte effectually continues the original (and only) primera parte by publishing treaties and conventions concluded and ratified by Mexico between December 7, 1877 and March 16, 1896. Bilateral treaties with non-Spanish speaking countries are presented in side-by-side columns in both languages. Multilateral treaties are also reprinted. Wholly available in Hathi Trust at: http://hdl.handle.net/2027/mdp.312240453954.

Index: The index in the back of the volume lists countries alphabetically then treaties within each chronologically. Multilateral treaties are listed last.

7 TRATADOS Y CONVENCIONES VIGENTES
Secretaría de Relaciones Exteriores (Mexico: J. L. Gerrerro y Ca., 1904).

Summary: A collection of treaties in force published by the Department of Foreign Affairs of Mexico, organized chronologically beginning with the Tratado de Paz, Amistad y Límites, de 2 de Febrero de 1848, con los Estados Unidos de América. Wholly available in Google Books at: http://books.google.com/books?id=lpjoAQAAMAAJ.

Index: There are two indices in the back of the volume: the first is chronological; the second is alphabetical by country.

8 TRATADOS Y CONVENCIONES VIGENTES

Summary: This volume is an appendix to the above collection of treaties and conventions plus an historical sketch of Mexico’s treaty relations from the time of independence to 1909. It also includes a chronological list of treaties arranged under each Mexican president. This work is based partly on the 1859 index created by Matías Romero (see no. 13 below).

9 TRATADOS Y CONVENCIONES VIGENTES ENTRE LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS MEXICANOS Y OTROS PAÍSES


Index: The indices for volumes I and VI organize the treaties alphabetically by country. The indices for volumes II-V are organized chronologically.
10 DIARIO OFICIAL DE LA FEDERACIÓN
(México, 1917–).

11 TRATADOS CELEBRADOS POR MÉXICO
Senado de La República y Secretaría de Relaciones Exterior (México: El Senado, 1993–).
Summary: Annual publication containing the full-text of bilateral and multilateral agreements, and other international instruments from 1823 to the present. Treaties are arranged chronologically by date of signature or conclusion. Treaties can now be found on the website of the SRE: http://www.sre.gob.mx/tratados/ and http://www.ordenjuridico.gob.mx/Publicaciones/CDs2008/CDTratados/cd_tratados.php.
Index: There are several indices: all treaties listed chronologically; bilateral treaties listed alphabetically by foreign country; multilateral treaties listed chronologically; bilateral accords listed chronologically; international instruments of past years adopted this year by Mexico listed chronologically by original date of treaty formation.

12 TRATADOS VIGENTES CELEBRADOS POR MÉXICO (1836–2008)
Summary: Interactive website published cooperatively by several government agencies. Contains full-text (unofficial and unauthenticated) pdf documents of all treaties, bilateral and multilateral in force in Mexico, as well as related jurisprudence and national laws pertaining to treaties. Search using interactive map or advanced search. Each treaty contains date of signature, ratification, and entry into force.

13 TABLA SINOPTICA DE LOS TRATADOS Y CONVENCIONES QUE HAN NEGOCIADO LOS ESTADOS DE MÉXICO CON LAS NACIONES EXTRANJERAS
Matías Romero (Tabasco, M.V.; J.M. Flores, 1859).
Summary: This volume contains a helpful table summarizing all 24 treaties Mexico has signed with foreign countries (including Texas) up to the time of publication (Mexico recognized Texas's independence at this time). The table lists the foreign country, the objective of the treaty, the Mexican and foreign officials involved, the date and place of conclusion, dates of ratification for Mexico and the foreign State, date of publication in Mexico, and duration of the treaty. Additionally, the author details the five types of treaties (friendship, commerce and navigation; conventions; peace; boundaries; alliances; abolition of slavery) and explains the motivation behind each type. The author also summarizes the key points of each of the 24 treaties. There is no index and no full-text reprint of the treaties.

14 MÉXICO: RELACIÓN DE TRATADOS EN VIGOR
Secretaría de Relaciones Exteriores (México: Secretaría de Relaciones Exteriores, 1985–).
Summary: Published sporadically, each issue contains a list of treaties in force in Mexico. Organized in two sections, bilateral (alphabetically by foreign country) and multilateral (alphabetically by subject). Introductory note directs users to the Coleccion Tratados Ratificados y Convenios Ejecutivos Celebrados Por Mexico and the United Nations Treaty Series (UNTS) for full-text. Consolidated Treaty Series (CTS) and UNTS citations given in chart along with dates of adoption, ratification, and entry into force.

15 GUÍA DE TRATADOS PROMULGADOS Y OTROS Instrumentos Internacionales Vigentes Suscritos Por México
Summary: Chronological guide to all treaties and international instruments concluded by Mexico from 1836–2004. Provides dates of signing and promulgation, whether bilateral, multilateral, or international organization, and one or two-word description. Does not indicate current status (whether currently in force). Also available online from the website of the Mexican government agency, Orden Jurídico Nacional at http://www.ordenjuridico.gob.mx/Publicaciones/guia%2ode%2otratados2005.pdf.

16 Topical and Selected Treaty Publications
U.S.–MEXICAN TREATIES
Richard A. Westin (Buffalo (NY): Hein, 1996).
Summary: Originally an 11-volume set containing all bilateral and multilateral treaties in force between the United States of America and Mexico, and multilateral treaties to which both countries are signatories, from 1848 (Treaty

Index: Each volume begins with a chronological index of the treaties contained in each volume, followed by a subject index referencing the appropriate volume. Each treaty entry has a citation to an official or unofficial full-text source. There is also a list of treaties with multiple signing dates. Following the indices is the full-text reprint of the treaties.

17 ARGENTINA-MEXICO: ACUERDOS BILATERALES, 1912-2000
(Buenos Aires (Arg.): Consejo Argentina para las Relaciones Internacionales, 2002).

Summary: Publication of bilateral treaties, agreements, declarations, acts, and memoranda of understanding between Mexico and Argentina. There is a helpful introduction detailing the history of bilateral agreements between the two countries.

Index: There are two indices: the first lists treaties chronologically by date of signature; the second organizes the agreements topically. Treaties and agreements are reprinted in full in chronological order beginning with their first in 1912.

Diplomatic Documents


Summary: Collection of documents published monthly or bimonthly pertaining to the work of the SRE during the course of the year. Includes documents related to treaty negotiations, laws, decrees, circulars, consular reports, legal notices, reports from various departments, and an accounting of finances.


Summary: A comprehensive index to the Bolítin organized topically. References to treaties generally can be found under “Tratados y convenciones”; references to bilateral treaties can be found “Tratados y convenciones, entre México y” where they are organized further by topic such as “Arbitraje” and “Comercio.”

20 MEMORIA Secretaría de Relaciones Exteriores (México: Secretaría de Relaciones Exteriores, 1821–). Summary: Annual publication by the SRE to the Mexican Congress. Contains information about treaties and conventions concluded by Mexico. For example, Vol. (1969–70) contains a section on treaties signed, approved, ratified, and promulgated between Sept. 1, 1969 and August 30, 1970. In this section the treaties are listed chronologically under those four sub-headings. The full-text of some of the listed treaties is reprinted in the appendix of this volume.

Note: There are several government publications entitled Memoria that cover various periods in the 19th c. and focus on unique aspects of the work of the SRE. For a more complete listing, see, Denys Peter Myers, Manual of Collections of Treaties and of Collections Relating to Treaties (Harvard Univ. Press, Cambridge) (1922).


Summary: A three-volume publication by the Department of Foreign Affairs that primarily includes notes of foreign relations and secondarily includes a selection of relevant treaties concluded by Mexico in conjunction with the activities of the SRE. Organized chronologically beginning in 1821. Not an exhaustive collection of treaties.


Summary: Collection of numerous volumes each focusing on an historical aspect of Mexico’s foreign relations. Contains treaties and other documents. In Vol. 22 (1927), for example, El Tratado de Paz con España contains not only the text of the treaty but also all the letters and documents exchanged leading up to the treaty. Many volumes are available as scanned versions of the print volumes, open-access, on the website of the SRE: http://www.sre.gob.mx/acervo/ (go to “Biblioteca Digital de Relaciones Internacionales”).

23 COLECCIÓN DEL ARCHIVO HISTÓRICO DIPLOMÁTICO MEXICANO. SERIE TRATADOS Secretaría de Relaciones Exteriores (México: Secretaría de Relaciones Exteriores, 1974).

Summary: A 13-volume monographic series with each title devoted to a bilateral commercial treaty between Mexico and a foreign country (Switzerland,
Nigeria

Mary Rumsey

Issues of Treaty Succession

Nigeria gained its independence from the United Kingdom in 1960. Until that time, the United Kingdom conducted Nigeria's foreign affairs, including the negotiation, conclusion, and ratification of treaties. Upon independence, Nigeria issued the following declaration in an exchange of diplomatic letters:

(i) all obligations and responsibilities of the Government of the United Kingdom which arise from any valid international instrument shall henceforth, in so far as such instrument may be held to have application to Nigeria, be assumed by the Government of the Federation of Nigeria;

(ii) the rights and benefits heretofore enjoyed by the Government of the United Kingdom in virtue of the application of any such international instrument to Nigeria shall henceforth be enjoyed by the Government of the Federation of Nigeria.

At independence, Nigeria was bound by at least 334 treaties inherited from the United Kingdom. Despite military coups and other changes in government, Nigeria has adhered to this declaration. The Nigerian Constitution, in its description of the country’s “foreign policy objectives”, refers to “respect for international law and treaty obligations”. The other foreign policy objectives listed in the 1999 Constitution include promotion and protection of the

1 Nigeria Independence Act 1960, 8 & 9 Elizabeth II, c. 55 (Eng.).
5 Nigerian Constitution (1999), § 19(4).